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Community Member Sessions

NEW
Business Leader 

Workshops

4.19 5.17 6.21 7.26 8.23 9.20

Addressing the collaborative imperatives facing our member community – accelerating transitions, collaboration overload, relational 
well-being and adaptive teaming; we hope you will join us to explore practical solutions for these topics. Please consider inviting your 
business leader to the Accelerating Transitions or Reducing Collaborative Overload workshops. Click on the cards below for more 
information and to register. 
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https://www.i4cp.com/meetings/collaboration-connectivity-community-launch
https://www.i4cp.com/meetings/moving-beyond-collaboration-overload-connectivity-collaboration-community-call
https://www.i4cp.com/meetings/cultural-agility-teams-connectivity-collaboration-community-call
https://www.i4cp.com/meetings/connected-talent-business-leaders-workshop
https://www.i4cp.com/meetings/beyond-collaboration-overload-business-leaders-workshop
https://www.i4cp.com/meetings/unlocking-relational-well-being-connectivity-collaboration-community-call


The Resources Based on more than 20 years of research 
analyzing organization networks and 
interviewing successful professionals, we 
have uncovered more than 120 practices 
that can easily and immediately applied to 
improve the quality of connections. 

We are excited to make many of those 
practices available through engaging 
resources including: Digital Card Explorer, 
Compare Questionnaire (Personal, Rater 
and Team) and Courses. 

Resources Features  

Digital Card Explorer invites participants to 
explore the practices - why they matter and 
what you can do; including short engaging 
videos. Chosen cards generate a detailed 
growth plan. 

Compare Questionaries help participants 
examine how their approach compares to 
the research-based best practices and 
provides a growth plan with strengths and 
opportunities. Some are available with other 
rater and team assessment capabilities. 

Course & Certification Programs provide 
more structured learning programs in on-
demand or blended formats. 

Coming Summer 2022 Coming Summer 2022
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Card 
Explorer

Compare Questionnaire 
Certification Course 

Personal Multi-Rater Team 

Collaboration Overload X X X X

Connected Leader X X X X

Connected Talent X X X

Help Others Thrive X X X X

Relational Well-Being* X X

Adaptive Teaming* X X X

Feature Availability by Resource

* Coming Summer 2022 * Coming Summer 2022

The table below indicates which features are available for each of the resources. 
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Reduce Collaboration Overload 

Watch an overview video 

Collaboration Overload Digital Card Explorer 
Designed for an individual on-demand or a group activity, this digital card explorer helps people identify a small number of practices they can 
apply to gain back 18-24% of their time. Participants sort through the practices, explore what it is, why it matters and watch a video with Professor 
Cross. Choosing 3-6 practices automatically generates a personalized report with strategies, access to video of Professor Cross and even a case 
study showing how a successful professional applied this practice.

Digital Card Explorer Personalized Report & Case Studies 

Professor Cross Video
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https://vimeo.com/565355091


Reduce Collaboration Overload 

Collaboration Overload Personal & Rater Questionnaire    
While embracing new behaviors as an individual is essential, our experience is that taking on new collaborative practices as a team has a greater 
success rate. Team members can be easily added, tracked and reminded by a team leader. Team reports are immediately available once three team 
members have responded. Team reports describe which practices are relative strengths and improvement areas, calling out a strength and growth 
areas for each of the three principles for a total of six practices. Each of the six practices describes why that practice is important and specifically how 
it can be improved or sustained as a strength.  

Collaboration Overload Compare Questionnaire 

Add 
Rater
Page  

Personalized Report & Case Studies  
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Reduce Collaboration Overload 

Team Report Example 

Collaboration Overload Team Compare Questionnaire
Building on the Collaboration Overload Personal Compare Questionnaire, team leaders can easily add team members who can 
complete the Questionnaire. Team insights are included and available in the team report. 

Collaborative Overload Compare Questionnaire Team Report

Team 
Administration

Page  
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https://www.network-toolkit.com/platform/collaborative-overload/sample-team-report.pdf


Grow Connected Leaders 

Connected Leader Compare Questionnaire
Unfortunately, most people have only a vague idea of the networks around them. They don’t think about the ways connections 
and interactions can boost success. Even high performers with effective networks often do not see how their actions and 
decisions yield greater performance and thriving at work This assessment is will help you see the subtle ways personal 
networks and relationships impact innovation, execution and your sense of thriving and well-being. Leaders are able to provide 
a self perspective, ask other raters for perspective or engage their team. 

Connected Leader 
Compare Questionnaire  

Personalized Report
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Grow Connected Leaders 

Connected Leader Team Compare Questionnaire
Helping a team leader understand and engage their team in building a collaborative culture where everyone can innovate, 
execute and thrive is increasingly important in the next world of work. The Connected Leader Team Compare Questionnaire 
compliments and extends the individual and multi-rater assessment to help the team identify the degree to which they see the 
team exhibiting these critical practices. Team leaders can easily add their team member and with a minimum of three 
respondents receive Customized Team Report with insights and actions.  

Connected Leader 
Compare Questionnaire  

Team Report

Team 
Administration

Page  
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Accelerate Role Transitions 

Connected Talent Digital Card Explorer 
Even beyond the “Great Resignation” or “Great Reshuffle”, enduring strategies including talent marketplaces and agile teams are significantly 
increasing the number of team transitions employees experience. While it typically take a professional 3 years to replicate a high-performer 
network, our research revealed a group of people (we call the Fast Movers) who applied 12 practices to replicate high-performer networks 2-
3 times faster then their peers. The Connected Talent Digital Card Explorer helps new joiners understand and apply these practices through 
a personalized plan with the 3-6 practices they believe could help most. The plan explains why the practice matters, how it can be applied 
and includes a video with Professor Rob Cross and real-life Fast Mover case studies. 

Watch the Connected Talent Video 

Digital Card Explorer Personalized Plan & Case Studies  

Professor Cross Video
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https://vimeo.com/504418122


Accelerate Role Transitions 

Connected Talent Compare Questionnaire  
Customized for each of the four transition types, the Connected Talent Compare Questionnaire helps participants understand how their approach 
compares to the Fast Mover’s practices. The personalized plan highlights the new joiner’s strengths and the priorities for attention. The plan 
explains why the practice matters, how it can be applied and includes a video with Professor Rob Cross and real-life Fast Mover case studies. 

Watch an overview video 

Compare Questionnaire Personalized Plan & Case Studies  Videos & Case Studies
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https://vimeo.com/499220265


Help Others Thrive

Help Others Thrive Digital Card Explorer 
Some people are very successful in creating high-quality connections in networks and a context for helping others to thrive. 
These people are more likely to have upwardly mobile career trajectory as information, opportunities and talent flow to them.
These practices explore the way they create pull in networks and do better over time because of the way they lead 
performance, innovation and engagement in others. 

Watch an overview video 

Digital Card Explorer Personalized Report Real Life Case Studies 
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https://vimeo.com/620339566


Help Others Thrive

Help Others Thrive Personal & Rater Compare Questionnaire  
Increasingly important to support and engage employees in a post-pandemic workplace, leaders can use this tool to understand how they show up compared 
to the 27 practices our research revealed drive performance, engagement and innovation. In addition to a self-reflection, participants can easily ask others to 
provide their perspective on the their performance.   

Compare Questionnaire Personalized Dashboard Case Studies  

Learn more from Professor Cross 
Page Forty-One

https://vimeo.com/267114288


Help Others Thrive

Help Others Thrive Team Compare Questionnaire  
Creating an culture where team member’s thrive through positive and productive relationships is increasingly critical to high 
performance, innovation and engagement. Teams can apply the Help Others Thrive Compare Questionnaire to understand how 
their behaviors compare to the 27 practices our research revealed. Easily administered by a team leader, completing the 
Compare Questionnaire provides team report with practice strength and practical recommendations on how to improve. 

Help Others Thrive Compare Questionnaire  

Team 
Administration

Page  

Team Report

Sample Team Report Page Forty-Two

https://www.network-toolkit.com/thriving-sample-team-report.pdf


Improve Relational Well-Being 

Relational Well-Being Digital Card Explorer 
The extraordinary events of the past several years have resulted in dangerously high-levels of employee burnout and lack of mental 
well-being. These challenges have been amplified by limited AND overloaded collaboration and connects at work. Through our 
research we have identified 55 practices that improve relational well-being at work and home. The Relational Well-Being Card 
Explorer empowers participants to review these practices, watch videos, read case studies and creates plan to improve the quality 
and quantity of connections. 

Digital Card Explorer Personalized Report Videos & Case Studies 

Read the Case Study of Patricia 

Available Summer 2022
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http://connectedcommons.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/patricia.pdf


Improve Relational Well-Being 

Relational Well-Being Compare Questionnaire 
By self-assessing how often critical behaviors are applied, participants receive a real-time report of how their “go-to approach” 
compares to the best practices of those who nurture positive and productive relationships that result in both success and 
satisfaction at work and home. 

Compare Questionnaire  Personalized Report Videos & Case Studies

Check out an example of the Professor’s 
Perspective on Strategic Calendaring 

Available Summer 2022
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https://vimeo.com/566379775


Enable Adaptive Teaming 

Adaptive Teaming Digital Card Explorer 
The nature of teams and teaming is quickly evolving to meet new demands for greater organizational agility and improved 
employee well-being and performance. Our research has revealed 26 collaborative practices that improve team performance. 
These practices cut across internal network structures, relational enablers and even external stakeholders outside the team’s
boundaries. The Adaptive Teaming Card Explorer helps participants identify the 3-6 practices that could have the greatest 
impact and apply the specific strategies to improve team success and satisfaction. 

Digital Card Explorer Personalized Plan Videos

Available Summer 2022
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Enable Adaptive Teaming 

Adaptive Teaming Compare Questionnaire 
The Adaptive Teaming Compare Questionnaire is designed to provide insights and actions for both team and individual. The 
questionnaire helps team members compare how their team’s behaviors stack-up against to the 26 collaborative practices and 
six dysfunctional patterns revealed in our research. The personalized report provides insights for both the team and individual 
including the connection preference, relational benefits and playbooks to improve individual and team effectiveness.  

Compare Questionnaire Personalized Report

Items above are illustrative as 
solution is still in development  

Available Summer 2022
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